SPARE PARTS

QUALITY IS INispensable.
SPARE PARTS

When it comes to spare parts, be on the safe side with Uhlmann as your partner if you wish to count on top quality as quickly as possible. You receive all the spare parts you require for the smooth operation of your machines within the shortest possible time. We conduct comprehensive utilization analyses at regular intervals, so we can supply even more components directly from stock. These are dispatched within one working day. We know full well what is important to you: prompt response to your immediate need, short lead times, and well-proven quality. For maximum machine availability as well as production and process reliability.

WELCOME TO THE UHLMANN PARTS WORLD

1. **Spare parts management**
   Beneficial to inventory optimization and cost-saving: We tailor your spare parts inventory according to the machines on hand, production processes, and maintenance strategy. Machine-related spare parts packages are available for new machines. Spare parts management is also part of our ServicePlus by Uhlmann. This offers you a tailored service package with clearly defined, contractually agreed availability and response times.

2. **FMECA**
   Preventive and reliable: In the context of the FMECA service package, we analyze all the components of your machine, assess the probability of their failure, and define preventive measures. In addition, we ascertain the spare parts requirements, carry out a cost-benefit assessment, and define a spare parts inventory strategy. This provides a basis for maintenance planning that is ideally suited to your needs.

3. **E-Shop**
   Intuitive and straightforward: The convenient way to order your spare parts online using our multimedia-based inquiry, information, and ordering system for thousands of parts. Seven days a week, 24 hours a day.

4. **PartsManager**
   Specific and interactive: Your individual electronic spare parts catalog with multiple search functions and the integration of your packaging machines, graphically visualized 1:1. If desired, your PartsManager can be integrated into the E-Shop for an extended parts identification function.
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SPARE PARTS PACKAGES

We gladly put together various equipment- and needs-based spare parts packages tailored to the operating hours of your machine.

- **Wearing parts package:** parts subject to operational wear
- **Replacement parts package:** parts, the wear of which is not apparent
- **Maintenance parts package:** parts, the replacement of which is decided during servicing

Simply inquire online about packages: https://www.uhlmann.de/online-form/ssp

MORE ADDED VALUE

- Up-to-date machine and parts documentation for provision of the right parts.
- Regular, comprehensive utilization analyses for a high degree of availability.
- Dispatch of parts in stock within one working day.
- Original spare parts for all machine models including appropriate standard parts.
- Equivalent, compatible spare parts or components in the case of modified design or obsolete parts.
- If required, professional installation by an Uhlmann expert.

YOUR BENEFITS

- One-stop shopping – a single partner for all spare parts.
- Top quality at fairly calculated prices.
- Straightforward ordering, prompt order processing and supply.
- Low internal inventory costs.

Learn more about Uhlmann services.